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OBJECTIVE 

Given my background in avant-garde design, experience in fabrication for cutting edge architects, and education at Columbia 
University’s Master of Science in Real Estate Development, I’m eager to work towards relevant, creative, and most importantly 
sustainable/financially viable solutions enhancing and advancing the state of today’s built environment.  

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Cycamore Capital Assistant Project Manager, NYC, July 2020 – Present 

•Assistant project management of value-add renovations in Williamsburg, Bushwick, Ridgewood & Park Slope

•Collaborated with Acquisitions team in plan drawings for analysis of potential real estate transactions

•Produced marketing materials with Leasing department for projects entering the market

•Designed, executed, and managed  ecommerce: Instagram, TikTok, Facebook, and leasing/property

management website (Visit: www.brooklinemanagement.com)

Industrious,  Architectural Design & Real Estate Associate, NYC, November 2019 – April 2020 

•Developed design guidelines for the release of a new real estate product

•Delivered One Pagers and Whitepapers on optimal operational and user experience strategies

Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG Architecture), Fabrication Shop Manager  NYC, April 2017 – November 2018 

•Managed the overall budget of the fabrication shop and oversaw all fabrication of architectural models

•Coordinated the fabrication of 2018 Venice Architecture Biennale exhibition Humanhattan 2050

•Collaborated in constructing Burning Man 2018 centerpiece installation The Orb

Saks Fifth Avenue Productions,  Production Artist NYC, April 2016 – April 2017 

•Provided renderings and shop drawings for fabrication of multiple window installations

•Designed and installed 2017 winter holiday window display Land of1,000 Delights

EDUCATION 

Columbia University, Masters of Science in Real Estate Development, NYC June 2019 - May 2020 

•Winning proposal in the Art of the RFP course for NYCHA Affordable Senior Housing with non-profit partners

•Focused studies in Real Estate Finance, Affordable Housing, Public-Private Partnerships

Southern Calif. Institute of Architecture (SCI-Arc), Bachelor of Architecture, LA Sept. 2010 – April 2015 

•Five-year professional program focusing on avant-garde architectural ideas and modeling software - Thesis
project focused on Glitch Aesthetics in Architecture with Thom Mayne as thesis advisor

Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien  Design Exchange, Vienna, Austria March 2014 – June 2014 

•Designed a Google Headquarters proposal on Park Ave using glitch aesthetics under the guidance of New
York based architect Hani Rashid of Asymptote Architecture

 PUBLICATIONS 

Tropic Editions Magazine June 2019 Issue 2 

•Authored an article “ANITU” for a magazine focusing on arts and culture among the tropical diaspora

Der Standard Rondo April 20, 2018 

•Featured on the front cover of a piece on NY style (Visit:Der Standard Rondo "New York Stories")

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE 

Fake Accent Collective April 2015 – April 2017 

•Member of an art/music collective; produced visuals for LGBTQ+ nightlife events in Brooklyn/Queens

Nexloop January 2017 – July 2018 

•Fabrication specialist & consultant for sustainability-focused product start-up; produced prototypes

SKILLS 

Languages/Interests Fluent in Tagalog, Elementary in Chinese and German, inclusive design, sustainability, food 
justice, digital fabrication Software 3D Modeling, Financial Modeling & Analysis, Fabrication, Management, Public 
Speaking, Shop Skills, Powerpoint, Rhinoceros 3D, Sketchup, Revit, AutoCAD, Adobe Creative Suite (Photoshop, 
Illustrator, InDesign), Excel, Word  

http://www.deliriousdowntown.com/
https://www.brooklinemanagement.com/
https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000078165319/chad-moore-ich-mag-den-stress-in-new-york
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BURNING MAN: THE ORB
Inflated art sculpture 

steel truss, nASA chromatic fabric, wood decking  
2018 Black rock desert, nV



me

Being part of the build 
team of the  largest 
installation of Burning 
Man 2018 has taught me 
that it really takes 
a village to erect 
something seemingly 
impossible.

Spending two weeks in 
the desert also taught 
me resilience- despite 
the dust storms, 
scorching desert heat 
and almost-freezing 
night temperatures, 
we managed to build 
something unimaginable. 



BOFFO: Michael Bastian pop-up shop
Rendering

Short-listed retail competition rendering  
2013 Brooklyn, ny



Airport terminal: Sweet Streets & Pink Taco
Renderings

design-bid retail renderings
2014 Los Angeles, CA



Electronic Press Kits
Promotional content

 interactive PdF’s
2016-2017 Brooklyn, ny



I have had the privilege collaborating with various 
local cultural producers. I’m proud to contribute 
my graphic design skills to help facilitate the 
international recognition and success of Urban Bush 
Woman, DJ Tygapaw, and Junebug Productions.   



SAKS FIFTH AVENUE WINDOW RENDERING
Rendering

photography and computer-aided design
2016 new york City, ny



SAKS FIFTH AVENUE HOLIDAY WINDOW DISPLAY
Installation

multimedia, fabricated props 
2016 new york City, ny



VENICE BIENNALE OF ARCHITECTURE
Exhibition model 

milled wood, acrylic, LEd lighting
2018 Venice, italy



My contributions 
fabricating for a 
larger audience like 
the Saks holiday 
display and the 
Venice Biennale 
helped me realize 
my ultimate goal 
of influencing the 
built environment 
through real estate 
development. 

I intend to scale up 
the influence of my 
work beyond design 
and fabrication.



The following work is my most recent work and 
winning proposal in a class-wide competition in the 
Art of the Request for Proposal course in the MS 
Real Estate Development program at Columbia’s 
Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and 
Preservation. My contribution to this collaborative 
project was the idea of partnering up with SAGE to 
run an affordable LGBTQ Senior housing and Hot 
Bread Kitchen to run the food hall, as well as the 
production of the diagrams and renderings for this 
presentation.
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